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Abstract

In this paper we study the problem of multimedia stream-
ing and transcoding in P2P systems. We propose a mul-
timedia streaming architecture in which transcoding ser-
vices coordinate to transform the streaming data into dif-
ferent formats and adapt to both the QoS requirements of
the applications and to the availability of the system re-
sources. Our techniques are entirely distributed, use only lo-
cal knowledge and scale well with the size of the system. Ex-
tensive simulation results validate the performance of our
approach.

1. Introduction

Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems have gained much attention
recently due to their attractive features of self-organization,
scalability and decentralized control. In those systems, logi-
cal networks are composed of heterogeneous peers with dif-
ferent resource capabilities and variable computation and
communication latencies. Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks have
found popular applications in file sharing and content dis-
tribution. Recent efforts have focused on providing multi-
media streaming at the application level [3, 18, 24]. In these
approaches, peers collaborate and share resources with each
other in streaming sessions, thus eliminating the need for a
dedicated server with a high bandwidth connection.

However, providing adequate support for media stream-
ing on a peer-to-peer system remains a challenge: Firstly,
peers are inherently heterogenous in terms of processor ca-
pacity, transmission loss rate, network inbound/outbound
bandwidth, display resolution as well as decoding software.
Secondly, peers are more dynamic than dedicated servers,
they may fail or leave the system unexpectedly. Multime-
dia streaming on the other hand poses stringent resource re-
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quirements on processor cycles and available network band-
width along streaming paths. Thus, since the resource avail-
ability in the system is largely affected by peer dynam-
ics, the streaming quality may vary with time in an unpre-
dictable way.

Current solutions generally focus on solving the band-
width heterogeneity problem. Streaming data, for instance,
might be divided into different flows or different layers and
transmitted to receivers using different paths [4, 7, 10, 17].
However, these solutions fail to support multimedia applica-
tions that require both communication and processing (e.g.,
transcoding) at various nodes in the overlay network. For
example, streaming data might need to be transcoded to a
lower spatial and chroma resolution, before it is received
by energy-constrained mobile devices [21]. Another exam-
ple includes users with disabilities that may need data to
be transformed in specific ways [2]. Transcoding operations
are computation expensive for peers and therefore need
careful management to optimize the resource usage. That
is especially the case when resources are shared by mul-
tiple streaming sessions. Moreover, if multiple streaming
paths are utilized for each streaming session [12], transcod-
ing operations at different peers may need coordination in
order not to violate the end users’ QoS requirements.

In this paper, we present a novel peer-to-peer multime-
dia streaming system that: i) deploys a transcoding ser-
vice, ii) constructs multiple streaming paths with collabo-
rating transcoding peers, iii) enables each transcoding peer
to adapt to changing resource conditions locally to maxi-
mize the transcoding quality, and iv) empowers the receiver
to coordinate the operations of all the transcoding peers in
a session to address quality fluctuations. This paper makes
the following contributions:

1. We demonstrate a viable peer-to-peer system that per-
forms an adaptive transcoding service instead of only
transferring streaming data. The system uses both local
and system-wide adaptation mechanisms to adapt to
changes in the infrastructure, the current resource con-
ditions and the user QoS requirements. This scheme



could be further applied to other services such as wa-
termarking, compression, encryption etc.

2. We carry out an extensive performance evaluation
through simulations. The results demonstrate the scal-
ability and performance of our approach and show that
it can satisfy the QoS requirements of peer-to-peer me-
dia streaming.

2. System Model and Design

2.1. Peer-to-Peer Overlay Network

As illustrated in Figure 1 (A), a peer-to-peer over-
lay network consists of a set of interconnected nodes
S : {p0, ..., pn}. Each node pi ∈ S is characterized by
a tuple (identification idi, bandwidth bi, processor

capability ci, shared objects Oi, service components Si),
in which Si describes what services are shared by the peer
(e.g., transcoding service). Note, however, that Oi or Si

may be empty sets. To identify nodes in the overlay net-
work, idi is the pair < IPi, porti >. In order to support
multi-path streaming of the same media object, each me-
dia object obj ∈ Oi is uniquely identified with a hash value
hj . A pi maintains a limited number of connections to di-
rect peers in its neighbor list. Each node pi in the overlay
network S takes any one or a combination of the follow-
ing three roles:

• Media Source: pi shares its media objects Oi, responds
to media search queries, and acts as a producer of me-
dia streams.

• Media Receiver: pi initiates the search for a specific
media object, constructs streaming paths, and acts as a
consumer of media streams.

• Media Transcoder: pi provides stream data transfor-
mation components Si, shares its local processor cy-
cles and network bandwidth, and responds to service
search queries.

Our system can be built on top of both structured and
unstructured overlays, or even in a centralized fashion, and
take advantage of their existing routing and resource discov-
ery mechanisms. For example, if coupled with DHT-based
P2P networks (e.g. Chord, Pastry) , our system can locate
media sources and transcoder peers within log(N) steps,
where N is the size of network. With unstructured P2P net-
works (e.g. Gnutella), our streaming system keeps minimal
information but employs the underlying flooding technique
for resource discovery. The latter approach results in un-
bounded resource discovery time and high message over-
head, but peers can enter and leave the system without com-
plications.

Considering the wide availability of Gnutella systems,
in this paper we focus on unstructured P2P networks. Me-

dia receiver nodes utilize Gnutella’s Query and QueryHit

messages to initiate the streaming graph composition (sec-
tion 3.1), discover media objects and transcoder compo-
nents. Furthermore, media receiver nodes might need to
send control messages to media source nodes. We lever-
age Gnutella’s message mechanism with a Control mes-
sage type (section 3.3) to send feedback information from a
receiver to the sources.

2.2. Service Graph

A service graph Gi (i.e., streaming graph for this par-
ticular service) for a streaming session streami represents
the streaming dependency between media producers, me-
dia transcoders and the media receiver, and the correspond-
ing resource requirements, as shown in Figure 1 (B). In gen-
eral, a streaming session might have several sources located
at multiple streaming paths, and several transcoders might
contribute to a specific streaming path.

We assume the system provides on-demand multi-
media streaming, where each requesting peer pr ∈ S

searches for a media object obr by name. The re-
turned results contain the media objects’ properties,
A : (bitrate b, resolution r, codec c, hash h), and are
identified by their hash values. pr selects one or multi-
ple source nodes s0, s1, ..., si, where si ∈ S, to stream
the same media object based on the source nodes’ re-
source constraints. Specifically, multiple source nodes
may be selected such that

∑
i bsi

> b, where b is
the required bandwidth for streaming the select ob-
ject (i.e. the object’s bitrate). streami is character-
ized by a set of parameters about playback requirements,
B : (bitrate br, resolution rr, codec cr) that de-
scribes pr’s local resource constraints or the user’s prefer-
ences. If pr’s streaming requirements B cannot be satisfied
by the media object obr’s properties A, pr needs to re-
cruit collaborative peers T : t0, t1, ..., tj that provide the
necessary transcoding services. A service graph Gr is com-
posed by the receiver pr, which connects pr, si and tj and
satisfies the streaming requirements B. Thus it’s pr’s re-
sponsibility to allocate data segments and receive dif-
ferent sub-streams of the multimedia data from differ-
ent si, and realize the service graph Gr by constructing all
streaming paths on top of the underlying peer-to-peer sub-
strate.

For example, in Figure 1 (B), the selected media object
requires 400Kb streaming bit-rate and a display resolution
of 600x480, which does not match the receiver’s resource
constraint of 150Kb and 320x240. Thus the receiver recruits
two media source nodes that offer 300Kb and 100Kb bit-
rate, respectively. In addition, transcoders are also selected
that provide the appropriate bandwidth and processor cy-
cles for the necessary transcoding operations.
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Figure 1. (A) Illustration of a streaming session where streaming data take multiple paths and are transcoded before reaching the receiver.

(B) The corresponding service graph of the session, connecting sources S, transcoders T and the receiver R. (C) Discovery of sources and

transcoders. (D) Connection establishment and data flow.

2.3. Transcoding Service

A transcoding service performs a limited number of data
transformation operations on incoming independent me-
dia units (e.g. groups-of-pictures of MPEG streams), such
as the change of encoding algorithms, streaming bit-rate,
frame-rate and display resolution. Specifically, each me-
dia transcoding operation consists of a set of functions
F : {f1, ..., fn}, where each fi has a number of imple-
mentations with diverse output qualities and correspond-
ing resource requirements. The complexity of the whole
operation is controlled by selecting an implementation for
each function fi ∈ F , and thus the transcoding quality
level and the corresponding resource budget are tunable.
Our solution relies on the fact that media streaming data
can be fragmented into independent units, then transformed
on different streaming paths and merged at the end re-
ceiver. This holds at least for MPEG streams that consist
of a sequence of independent media units, called group-of-
pictures (GOPs).

For simplicity, we can assume one transcoding operation
for each media unit (e.g., bit-rate reduction or adjustment
of resolution). When media units from different streams ar-
rive at a transcoding node concurrently, they compete for
CPU and bandwidth resources. We model them as a set of
concurrent periodic tasks J : {j1, ..., jl}. In the transcod-
ing process, a transcoder delivers the service according to
local resource constraints (CPU and available bandwidth).
We further assume that the QoS (e.g. PSNR) of the deliv-
ered service by each transcoder can be approximated using
m discrete levels: Q : {q1, ..., qm}. Usually a higher QoS
level means more consumption of CPU cycles in transfor-
mation. The resource requirements of a transcoding task jj

can be depicted as {cj(qi), bj(qi)} where cj and bj are pro-
cessor cycle and bandwidth requirements, respectively.

For each multimedia stream, a quality level, qi ∈ Q, in-
dicates a different service satisfaction, and could be asso-
ciated with a utility value u(qi). We also assume that each

node allocates a portion of its available bandwidth to me-
dia units that do not require any transcoding services (e.g.,
media units being served in the upstream), we indicate that
portion of bandwidth as gk for streaming path k at a node.
Then the available bandwidth for the transcoded multime-
dia streams is bk = tk − gk, where tk is the total available
bandwidth along path k.

3. Adaptive Receiver-Coordinated Multime-
dia Streaming

The operation of our proposed coordinated multimedia
streaming mechanism consists of the four following tech-
niques: (a) Streaming graph composition, (b) Local qual-
ity adaptation, (c) Feedback-based coordination and (d)
Streaming graph restructuring, which we discuss in the fol-
lowing subsections.

3.1. Streaming Graph Composition

The receiver initiates and realizes the streaming graph
construction in four phases.
Discovery Phase. The receiver creates a query for a me-
dia object SourceQuery(object), specifying the object’s
name. The sources offering the media object respond
with a QueryHit message SourceQueryHit(bitrate,resolu-
tion,codec,hash,bandwidth), indicating the bitrate, res-
olution, codec, and hash value of the offered object, as
well as their available bandwidth (Figure 1 (C)). By com-
paring the offered bitrate, resolution, and codec to its
needs, the receiver determines whether a transcod-
ing service is needed. In this case, it creates a Query for
transcoders that perform that particular service Transcoder-
Query(service). The query contains the name of the ser-
vice (e.g. MPEG-2, 512, 800x600 to MPEG-4, 256,
640x480). Transcoders that offer the requested service re-
spond with a QueryHit TranscoderQueryHit(incoming



bandwidth,outgoing bandwidth,available cycles) indicat-
ing their available incoming and outgoing bandwidth and
their current available CPU cycles (Figure 1 (C)).
Selection Phase. Based on the responses of the peers offer-
ing the media object, the receiver determines which of them
offer the same object (determined by the hash value), with
the same bitrate, resolution, and codec, so that streaming
from all the media sources can be combined. The receiver
also determines how many sources are needed to satisfy the
bandwidth requirement of the streaming session. Accord-
ing to the above the receiver selects the set of sources that
will participate in the streaming graph.

Based on the responses of the peers offering the needed
transcoding service, their available bandwidth and CPU cy-
cles, the receiver determines how many transcoders are
needed. It then selects a set of the less loaded transcoders
so that the bandwidth requirements of the streaming session
are satisfied.
Connection Establishment Phase. Having selected the
sources and the transcoders that will participate in the
streaming graph, the receiver initiates the connection estab-
lishment. It creates connections to all the sources. Those
connections will be used as control channels to transfer the
quality feedback messages. It also sends graph composition
messages to the sources, specifying to which transcoders
to connect to. The service graph is comprised of streaming
paths, each one of them starting from a source, containing
one or more transcoders and ending with the receiver. Each
of the graph composition messages sent to a source con-
tains all the transcoders that will participate in the particu-
lar streaming path. Hence, by propagating the graph com-
position message from the source to the transcoders, all the
connections needed for each path are established consecu-
tively. The streaming graph is thus created, as shown in Fig-
ure 1 (D).
Data Assignment Phase. The receiver assigns media units
to the different streaming paths proportionally to their ag-
gregated offered bandwidth. Thus, sources with more avail-
able bandwidth will serve more media units. Serving parts
of the same stream from different sources is possible, since
the stream is divided in independent media units. Each
sub-stream has a period, allowing them to be scheduled in
the transcoders. The receiver stores several seconds of the
stream in a buffer, sorted according to their sequence num-
ber. This buffering makes it possible to absorb the jitter be-
fore playing back the stream.

3.2. Local Quality Adaptation

Media streaming is resource demanding in that it re-
quires a large amount of bandwidth and processor cycles
during a session. Without enough resources, media data
will not be delivered to the receiver on time. There are two

schemes to solve this problem: 1) resource reservation and
2) quality adaptation. However, only soft resource reser-
vation is viable in dynamic peer-to-peer systems in which
the reservation states might be purged periodically. There-
fore adaptation that trades quality with resource usage is
an essential component in media streaming over P2P. As
described in section 2.3, the output quality of a transcod-
ing operation is approximated with m discrete levels, Q :
{q1, ..., qm}. All transcoders can share this knowledge, be-
cause it can be described using meta-data of the transcoding
components, and installed locally together with them.

Stream Data Structures. We assume that each transcoder
node maintains a transcoding task queue JQ that keeps in-
coming media units requiring transcoding operations, a re-
source budget table RB, and a stream table QT . RB

describes the relationship between transcoding opera-
tions and corresponding estimated resource usage under
a particular quality level. Such estimation could be ob-
tained through pre-configured profiles, or on-line profil-
ing. Each entry in the RB is of the following format,
< opj , periodj , (cj(q1), bj(q1)), ...,(cj(qm), bj(qm)) >,
in which (cj(qi), bj(qi)) denotes the average pro-
cessor cycles and bandwidth required for transcod-
ing operation opj with period periodj on a me-
dia unit. Table QT contains streaming session
information. Each entry of QT is denoted as
< stream id sid, sub stream id ss, lowest quality ql,

highest quality qh, current quality qr >. Note that
a stream session might possess multiple streaming paths
identified by ss. The pair < ql, qh > limits the pre-
ferred quality levels and initially is set to < 1, m >. The
sizes of RB and QT are proportional to the number of con-
current streaming paths that need transcoding operations
at this node, thus practically small. In addition, RB is up-
dated only when the transcoder joins or leaves a streaming
session; QT , on the other hand, is also updated when feed-
back coordination information is received (see section 3.3),
or local resources change significantly. This scenario is dis-
cussed later in this subsection.

Utility Functions. To provide the best possible quality for
all competing streaming sessions, transcoder nodes moni-
tor the local resource conditions and try to optimize the out-
put quality of each transcoding operation. To monitor the
available bandwidth along each streaming path, we could
use a simple technique based on the TCP congestion con-
trol mechanism, as discussed in [6]. To evaluate how much
benefit is gained with a given output quality of an opera-
tion opj for any stream, each transcoder maintains a discrete
utility function u = uj(qi), denoting the utility value of the
transcoding media unit j with quality level i. The selection
of the function u is operation specific (e.g. linear function),
with a common characteristic being that the higher the qual-
ity level, the larger the benefit.



Utility Optimization. Several issues affect the selection
of the output quality of a transcoder node ti and trigger
a new solution to an optimization problem: 1) The avail-
able bandwidth of a streaming path from ti to its next hop,
shared with extraneous traffic, 2) The CPU capacity of ti

shared with other applications with unpredictable behav-
iors, and 3) The number of streaming paths that traverse
ti, changing dynamically when new streaming sessions oc-
cur or existing sessions finish. To schedule the transcod-
ing tasks, the transcoder node uses the Earliest Deadline
First (EDF) scheduling algorithm. Thus, the local quality
adaptation problem then is: Given all sub-streams ss de-
scribed in RB and QT tables, find a set of quality levels
< qr(ss1), ..., qr(ssn) > such that the total utility value
from all transcoding operations is maximized. This is math-
ematically depicted as follows:

Maximize
∑

j

wj ∗ uj(qi) (1)

Subject to
∑

j

cj(qi)

periodj

≤ fp (2)

bj(qi) ≤ bj , j = 1, ..., n (3)

q(ssj) ∈ [ql(ssj), qh(ssj)], j = 1, ..., n (4)

In the formulae, wj is an importance weight associated
with each streaming session. If all streaming sessions are
considered equal, then wj = 1, ∀j. In addition, bj is the
available bandwidth from the transcoder node to the next
hop along the streaming path. fp are the CPU cycles avail-
able in a second. Since other running applications are shar-
ing CPU and bandwidth with the transcoding service, fp

and bj could be just a portion of available resources. Equa-
tion 1 denotes the optimization objective to maximize the
total utility value. Equations 2 and 3 indicate that the cy-
cle requirements should be less than the available CPU ca-
pacity using the EDF algorithm, and that the bandwidth re-
quirement of any particular streaming path should not ex-
ceed the available bandwidth along that path. Equation 4 en-
sures that the quality level selected for each stream should
be within the preferred range. This problem can be solved
using dynamic programming in time that is proportional to
the number of streams and the utility values of the media
units. The solution is afterwards used to update the current
quality level fields (qr) of the QT table. The overhead of the
local optimization depends on peer dynamics as discussed
above, but we can limit the frequency of this computation
to an acceptable level.
Media Unit Drop. In the simplest case, where the utility
value is linearly proportional to the selected quality level,
several sets of solutions are viable by repeatedly reduc-
ing the quality levels of any stream. To eliminate the pos-
sibility that a single stream is punished, the algorithm re-
duces the quality level of a randomly picked stream in

each iteration until all resource constraints are met. Also
note that it is possible that no solution exists even if all
minimum quality levels ql are selected. In this case, the
transcoder node estimates the transcoding queue length, and
rejects any incoming media units when the queue is too
long. Specifically, assuming the task queue consists of me-
dia units {(sid1, num1), ..., (sidn, numn)} where numi

indicates the number of media units in the queue that be-
long to stream sidi, then new media units are rejected when∑

i ci(q) ∗ numi ≥ fp.

3.3. Feedback-based Coordination

As transcoder nodes locally adapt the output quality lev-
els of the streams being transformed, the user perceived
streaming quality can fall out of acceptable limits. This is
because the overall streaming quality is determined by re-
source conditions along all the streaming paths in a session,
and could fluctuate rapidly when adjacent media units are
coming from different streaming paths. Without global in-
formation, however, services offered by each transcoding
node are based on locally monitored resource constraints,
and thus are best-effort, in the sense that they may conflict
with the quality preferred by end users and waste resources.
When the quality of a sub-stream degrades because of re-
source overload, it might be better to let other sub-streams
in the same session degrade qualities as well, even if these
sub-streams have enough resources at their disposal. This
way the quality level of the whole stream will be consis-
tent. Thus we need a synchronization mechanism that coor-
dinates the transcoding operations for a specific session in
order to prevent frequent quality fluctuations.
Feedback coordination. In our approach we utilize the
quality information observed by the stream receiver to co-
ordinate the transcoding behaviors along each streaming
path, and guide their resource utilization, in order to sta-
bilize the quality of the whole stream. The basic idea is
that the receiver R calculates a preferred quality interval
qinterval = (ql, qh) dynamically, indicating that the stream-
ing quality should not exceed the bounds. This interval is
based on two factors: 1) the media unit quality of the cor-
responding sequence 2) the media unit miss rate, indicat-
ing how many media units are dropped by the last hop
transcoder, or have missed their play-back time. This qual-
ity interval qinterval is encapsulated in a Control message,
and sent through a separate control channel to all media
sources si ∈ S (Figure 2 (A)). Upon reception of this feed-
back information, a source node attaches qinterval to the
next media unit that flows through each transcoder node
along the streaming path (Figure 2 (B)). Consequently, a
transcoder updates the corresponding entries in its QT ta-
ble with the new qinterval and uses it for the next local adap-
tation computation.
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Figure 2. Feedback based coordination. (A) The preferred quality interval is sent through control channels to the media sources. (B) That

feedback information flows to the transcoder nodes, piggybacked on the media units to be transformed.

Quality interval calculation. Each receiver node owns a
playback buffer and keeps track of the sequence number
seqnext of the next media unit to be played back. When
a media unit arrives, its sequence number seq is compared
with seqnext and is dropped if seq < seqnext. Otherwise,
it is inserted into the buffer and sorted according to seq.
During playback, the receiver always fetches the media unit
with the smallest seq. To calculate the preferred quality in-
tervals, the receiver maintains a vector Vqos that stores the
quality level values for the l recently played-back media
units. Note that, for media units that were dropped along the
streaming path, or that missed their playback time, a qual-
ity value of 0 is inserted into Vqos. Periodically, the receiver
node r calculates the quality interval qinterval with lower
bound ql =

∑
i

Vqos(i)
V.size() , i = 1, ..., l, and upper bound

qh = ql + qwindow, where qwindow is a pre-configured
threshold value. The calculation of ql takes into account
dropped or missed media units with zero values, which in-
dicate that either a streaming path is congested, or that a
transcoder is overloaded. The frequency of the calculation
of the quality interval depends on the number and frequency
of user requests and the QoS level fluctuations. Further-
more, qwindow is selected to be a small constant to limit the
fluctuation of a stream’s quality within a short time range.

3.4. Streaming Graph Restructuring

Streaming Graph Destruction. When the streaming
process has finished, or when the receiver decides to ter-
minate it, it notifies the sources and transcoders associated
with that stream. These are released and free the corre-
sponding entries in the streaming parameters tables. The no-
tification of the participating nodes is done in a way similar
to the one used in the graph construction. Using the con-
trol connections, the receiver notifies the sources, which in
turn notify the transcoders they are connected to and they
notify the rest of the transcoders consecutively.
Streaming Graph Restructuring. The quality of the
streaming is mainly affected by overloaded or failing

peers. Once the receiver detects a degradation in qual-
ity that is too severe to be improved using feedback hints, it
initiates a restructuring of the streaming path. Since the re-
ceiver keeps track of the streaming paths and the qual-
ity levels of the corresponding sub-streams in the service
graph, it is able to identify which sub-stream lacks in qual-
ity. Hence, only the corresponding streaming path and not
the whole graph needs to be restructured. Thus, the pro-
cedure described for the streaming graph composition is
used for composing a streaming path with the charac-
teristics of the one that is being substituted. Since our
system does not maintain backup service graphs, the over-
head of the service graph maintenance is low. A peer failure
cannot be handled instantly, but the quality of the end re-
sult is only affected to the extent it depends on the peer that
failed.

Thus, the high-overhead, infrequent restructuring loop is
used to adapt to node failures or severe quality degradations,
whereas the low-overhead, frequent feedback loop is used
to adapt to small quality fluctuations.

4. Performance Evaluation

4.1. Simulation Setup

To evaluate the performance of our coordinated me-
dia streaming and transcoding, we implemented a simula-
tor that utilizes an underlying physical topology of 1476
routers generated with GT-ITM, with a topology diameter
of around 750ms. Table 1 summarizes our simulation pa-
rameters.

To simulate different roles of nodes in the system, we as-
sume ns represents how many nodes can offer media ob-
jects, which have connection bandwidth between 50Kb and
200Kb, and nt denotes the number of transcoder nodes,
with connection bandwidth between 400Kb and 2Mb and
processor capability between 400M and 800M cycles per
second. Note that any node can initiate a streaming ses-
sion in the simulation. In addition, as the cross traffic has



an impact on the available bandwidth of each overlay link,
we simulate how congested a link is at any given time us-
ing random probabilities. We simulate a transcoding service
(bit-reduction), where the execution time of an operation is
proportional to the size of a media unit, which varies with a
small random number. We simulate 10 levels of output qual-
ity for all streams and utilize the same linear utility function
that is proportional to the output quality level. Currently,
transcoder nodes solve the optimization problem every sec-
ond.

For comparison, we measured the performance of
our coordinated scheme against both an adaptive and a
static scheme. In the static scheme, media units are al-
ways transcoded with the maximum quality level, and re-
source conditions are not considered. The adaptive scheme,
on the other hand, adapts the output quality of me-
dia units between the minimum and the maximum, but
does not utilize coordination information. The coor-
dinated scheme employs both local adaptation in the
transcoders and a feedback loop coordinating them glob-
ally.

Simulation Time 200 seconds
Number of Streams 80
Receiver Buffer Time 4 seconds
Quality Interval Size 3
Media Object Bitrate (200, 250, 300, 350, 400) Kb
Req. Streaming Bitrate (50, 75, 100, 125, 150) Kb
# of Total Nodes 1000
# of Source Nodes 300
# of Transcoder Nodes 300

Table 1. Simulation parameters.

We used the following metrics to evaluate the perfor-
mance of our system:

1. Streaming quality $. This is represented by the se-
quence of quality levels when media units are played
back at designated time.

2. End-to-end delay ξ. The end-to-end delay of a media
unit is the sum of the queuing time, transcoding time
and network transmission time.

3. Streaming bit-rate γ. The bit-rate represents how
much data arrives at the receiver on time every sec-
ond. This is affected by dropped units and units that
missed their deadlines.

4.2. Results and Analysis

We compare the three different strategies (static, adap-
tive and coordinated streaming) and then we focus on the

coordinated streaming, by investigating the effects of the
buffer size, the quality interval size, and the number of
streams in the system.
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Figure 3. QoS level fluctuation of the media units of a stream.

4.2.1. Comparison of the different strategies. We first
compare the behavior of the three different streaming strate-
gies over time, for several metrics:
Quality fluctuation. As shown in Figure 3, static stream-
ing always tries to offer the highest quality level (10). When
the transcoders are overloaded they either drop media units,
or they delay their transcoding and they miss their dead-
line. The result in those cases is a quality of 0. Hence the
quality level of static streaming fluctuates between 10 and
0, which clearly is not acceptable. In adaptive streaming
transcoders try locally to maximize the utility value of their
operations. Since their efforts are not coordinated though,
the overall result for a stream presents very frequent fluc-
tuations of the quality level. This is also disturbing for the
user, even though the fluctuation is between adjacent qual-
ity levels. Coordinated streaming uses the feedback hints to
orchestrate the efforts of all the transcoders for local adapta-
tion. This way the fluctuation of the quality level is avoided.
When some of the transcoders are unable to deliver a cer-
tain quality level anymore, the coordination mechanism en-
sures that the rest of the transcoders also follow. The result
is a smooth degradation in the overall quality.
End-to-end delay. The end-to-end delay for the three
streaming strategies is presented in Figure 4. Since static
streaming always tries to offer the highest quality level, sev-
eral media units are dropped or missed and are depicted
as having a 10000ms latency. Furthermore, even me-
dia units that reach the receiver, while still being use-
ful, may have high delays. One reason for that is that
transcoders are overloaded trying to offer always the high-
est quality. Adaptive streaming decreases the end-to-end
delay by allowing the transcoders to change the qual-
ity level they are offering. The best end-to-end delay
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Figure 4. End-to-end delay of the media units of a stream.

however is achieved by coordinated streaming. The com-
munication latency to transfer the feedback hints is com-
pensated by the gains this information offers: Transcoders
spend less time trying to offer high quality which is not go-
ing to make a difference in the end result and since they are
less loaded have smaller queue latency too.
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Figure 5. Streaming bit-rate of a streaming session over time.

Streaming bit-rate. The streaming bit-rate offered by
the three strategies is displayed in Figure 5. Again, static
streaming has the worst performance, due to the large num-
ber of dropped media units, or of media units that have
missed their deadline. Adaptive streaming presents less
fluctuation in the delivered streaming bit-rate. Yet it is
again outperformed by coordinated streaming, which due
to the global adaptation mechanism is able to deliver al-
most all media units in time, thus offering an almost con-
stant bit-rate.

4.2.2. Comparison of different buffer sizes for coordi-
nated streaming. Having shown that coordinated stream-
ing outperforms the other strategies in every aspect, we now
investigate the effect of the receiver buffer size on its per-
formance.
Streaming bit-rate. The streaming bit-rate for four differ-
ent buffer sizes is presented in Figure 6. As expected, the
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Figure 6. Streaming bit-rate of a stream for various buffer

sizes.

largest buffer is able to offer a constant streaming rate, not
letting media units to be dropped or delivered too late. Even
the second largest buffer (4 seconds in our case) is absorb-
ing the jitter almost all the time, even for a heterogeneous
and dynamic system like the one presented here.
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Figure 7. QoS level fluctuation for various buffer sizes.

Quality fluctuation. Apart from the streaming bit-rate, the
buffer size also affects the QoS level, as is shown in Fig-
ure 7. A large buffer absorbs jitter, eliminating media units
that are dropped or miss their deadlines. Hence, the qual-
ity level needs not to be adapted (degraded) often. How-
ever, even when using a large buffer, coordination is needed
at least in the beginning of the streaming session, to deter-
mine a suitable quality level that will enable the system to
avoid quality fluctuations.

4.2.3. Comparison of different quality interval sizes for
coordinated streaming. Quality fluctuation. We examine
the effect of the quality interval size on the quality level, as
shown in Figure 8. Using a large interval size in the co-
ordination mechanism results in larger quality fluctuations,
since transcoders can choose from a variety of quality lev-
els to offer. A small interval size on the other hand may re-
sult in more fluctuations before the optimal quality level for
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the current system state is reached. A modest interval size
can help the system adapt quickly and yet not let the qual-
ity fluctuate a lot after the system has stabilized.
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Figure 9. Average end-to-end delay of the media units of all

streams for various numbers of streams.

4.2.4. Scalability of coordinated streaming. End-
to-end delay. To measure the scalability of coordi-
nated streaming, we vary the number of concurrent media
streams in the system from 20 to 100, and calculate the av-

erage end-to-end delay as
∑

n

i=1
ξi

n
for all the media units.

Figure 9 shows that for a specific topology, the aver-
age end-to-end delay is not greatly affected by the number
of streams.

To further investigate the effect of the number of streams
on the system performance, we ran each experiment 10
times, using different topologies and we present the av-
erage results with 95% confidence interval in Figure 10.
We observe that the average end-to-end delay slowly de-
creases when the system load increases. This happens when
transcoders degrade their output quality levels, thus signif-
icantly reducing the transcoding time and the correspond-
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Figure 10. Average end-to-end delay of the media units of all

streams with changing system load.

ing queuing time of the media units. This reduction com-
pensates for the increased media unit arrival rate, which is a
result of the larger number of streams. This shows that co-
ordinated streaming can accommodate increasing numbers
of streams offering acceptable streaming qualities.

5. Related Work

Existing work on structured [19, 20, 22] and unstruc-
tured [8] peer-to-peer overlays has focused on mechanisms
for the efficient sharing of data objects. A few recent re-
search efforts discuss the use of such overlays to provide
other services, like media streaming.

The service graph construction has been the focus of
works like PROMISE [12] and SpiderNet [9]. Spider-
Net uses a probing protocol to setup the service graph.
PROMISE focuses on a topology construction to sup-
port media streaming from multiple senders to one receiver.
These mechanisms work well. Yet, we can further im-
prove their effectiveness –even in cases of inaccurate band-
width estimations– by using receiver feedback.

Systems like PROP [11] and MediaNet [13] coordinate
service provision by making use of a central scheduler. Lay-
ered encoding and multiple description encoding of data
streams have been proposed as techniques for cooperative
playback from multiple senders [7, 1]. Under constrained
bandwidth, the quality of the received stream is lowered by
omitting layers. However, peers are heterogeneous in a lot
more aspects, like their codec requirements or preferences.
Those needs cannot be addressed by layered encoding, but
are solved by our transcoding-based approach.

Multicast topologies [4, 23, 14, 10] have also been pro-
posed as a mechanism for efficient content distribution in
peer-to-peer networks. However, neither differences in user
requirements nor the quality experienced by the users are
taken into account by multicasting in itself. Hence, mul-
ticasting focuses more on content distribution, rather than



on-demand content delivery, which is the focus of our ap-
proach. Distributed video streaming has been studied in
contexts other than peer-to-peer [16, 17]. They usually em-
ploy centralized approaches and do not handle dynamic
streaming requirements.

Q-RAM [15] also uses discrete quality levels to address
the local optimization problem. Our local adaptation mech-
anism builds on top of that approach and employs it in a
peer-to-peer environment.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we have proposed a novel P2P streaming ar-
chitecture that deploys transcoding services to satisfy users’
preferences. To meet the QoS requirements of the stream-
ing, transcoder nodes adapt to variable local resource con-
ditions and optimize their resource usage. Receiver nodes
calculate feedback information and coordinate transcoding
operations in their own streaming sessions. Our mechanism
is fully distributed, uses only local knowledge and scales
well with the size of the system. Simulation results validate
our mechanism and show that it provides real-time guaran-
tees to media streaming in P2P systems.
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